The Clausius inequality for closed systems was deduced from the Riemann integration of closed Carnot cycle loops for irreversible transitions. The corresponding inequalities for the recently developed open system Carnot cycles are derived here and their properties indicate that no new nonequilibrium entropy results from them as has been proposed over the decades. It is proven that a sequence of points along a non-equilibrium state space must have excess variables augmenting those for the equilibrium situation, thereby proving that the Principle of Local Equilibrium (PLE) used extensively to describe nonequilibrium systems is only an approximation. To demonstrate the breakdown of the Principle, verification of the theorem, and the presence of new phenomena, an ab initio steady state simulation of a simple dimer reaction 2 2A
Introduction to open Carnot cycle analysis
To consider multi-component thermodynamical systems, an open Carnot sytem operating between two reservoirs at temperatures 1 T and 2 T are given and its properties during summation limits are used [1] . A typical cycle is given in Fig. 1 , where the state space { } , , Σ = P V m denote the system intensive and extensive variables and the mass amounts present respectively; { } 1 2 , ... ... Thermodynamical points , , , a b c d also represents the state variables Σ for those labeled states. Two basic cycles are depicted, iso C where mass in inserted at the isothermal segments of the Carnot cycle and adia C , where they are inserted without heat exchange at the adiabatic portions.
For cycles iso C , via the system isothermal boundaries, whereas for adia C cycles there is no temperature control for the system during reversible exchange of masses. The temperatures along isotherms ab and cd is 1 T and 2 T respectively; and any of these cycles, heat is exchanged with the thermal reservoirs labeled 1 T and 2 T held respectively at the temperatures 
( ' ) ( ' ).
The corresponding results for an elementary cycle for the injection and extraction of mass with the above notation for an adiabatic adia C cycle where mass is extracted or injected is (subscripted adia. refers to the adia C cycle and other subscripts refer to the path or state)
.
We note that there can be no heat absorption about an adiabatic segment. Q is a function representing the total heat absorption of the system through a diathermal boundary as above. This state function is local in the sense that it refers to quantities measured at the system during system transitions.
The traditional Clausius Inequality was derived using some of the following well founded Axioms, which will be adhered to here.
Axiom 1.
(Kelvin-Clausius) It is impossible to construct an engine working in a cycle, which will produce no other effect than the transfer of heat from a cooler body to a hotter one. the supply cell to extract unit mass of substance i to state Σ of the primary cell (system) at equilibrium with it through a semi-permeable membrane, so that the actual energy increment transferred to the surface prior to any work being done on it is , ( )
i . Gibbs' integration leads to the total energy (which has a perfect differential for it is a state function) of superficial transfer U being (
In one cycle, the whole system is returned to the original state. From Axiom 2, for the j th cycle define 
The conservation of energy for each cycle loop j
As j → ∞ to complete a loop in Σ space ,
, and so from (7) 1 2 1 lim 0
where ext W ∆ , the total work done by the system in any arbitrary loop in Σ space, equals the total reversible diathermal heat absorbed. The above was derived implicitly in [1] when deriving a Principle of Correlation. For each j cycle, the virtual closed Carnot engine has work done j vir dW , the maximum given by 
where the work done by a closed Carnot engine is precisely that of the open system; this is the Principle of Correlation developed previously [1] . If the efficiency of the irreversible engine exceeded that of the closed Carnot cycle at a particular j cycle, then as before running this system coupled to a reversible system would lead to a violation of Axiom 1. Hence if the actual work j ext W is less than the maximum reversible work for a particular j cycle [4 a-c] over the last two decades to derive a new entropy form based on heat compensation from the Clausius inequality with supposed applications despite not having a proper characterization of the heat terms used for the Clausius inequalities, and of the entropy forms. Most irreversible systems are open in nature, but the theorem was derived initially using the traditional closed Clausius loop, and later with Gibbs' thermodynamical assumptions. A proof for closed systems that these new entropy forms cannot obtain was provided recently [5] , and since the mathematical structure of both open and closed systems are the same as shown above, the results given in [5] S . When q dia = , the system refers to diathermal heat exchange about the paths AB P and ' BA P and the work done W given below refers to the work done by the system on the environment, but when q tot = a non-local form of heat transfer is implied, as with the work as given in (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) P for any path BA P . Remark 2. Theorem 7 contradicts the PLE or "local equilibrium hypothesis" as defined here since AB P ⊂ Σ exists for the non-equilibrium sequence, but ∃ also the ∆ variables , where ∆ ∉ Σ . Theory does not give the explicit form for ∆ , but physical considerations suggests that ∆ includes gradients of the Σ coordinates with respect to the space and time coordinates. A simple dimer reaction   2   2A A ↔ which has been previously described for a simulation under low temperature molecular breakdown [8] was simulated this time under a high temperature gradient with and without forced formation of bonds at one end of the MD cell, where the x axis of a rectangular cell was divided into layers where the temperature gradient was applied; the orthogonal z and y axis were 1/16 the length of the unit x axis. In the simulation, free atoms A intereact with other particles (whether A or 2 A ) via a Lennard-Jones spline potential LJ u for distance r where [ Fig.6 .60, pp.375-376; 10] except that the discussion does not explicitly mention the crossing over of the KI and K + I -potentials at short distances (high energy), although there is reason to suppose such processes can occur, since the KI potential curve exists at small distances well before the crossover point. We conjecture that the reluctance of experts may be due in part to the influence of "timereversibility" concepts [9] and this simulation serves to both predict and challenge experimentalists to verify the existence of such reaction mechanisms. The current molecule does not violate any dynamical or thermodynamical principle and hence can be used to verify the above theorems. The current work is a recalculation of previous data taking into consideration the very high energy used here that warrants a much smaller time step ( there will be a small energy difference at the time of the switch, and similarly for cross-over without switching, the very steep gradients imply overshoots and energy violation if the Verlet algorithm is used. The solution used here is to impose a novel energy -momentum conservation scheme. If ( ) p E r is the interparticle potential (energy) and ( ) m E r that for the molecule just after the crossover, the algorithm promotes the particles to a molecule and rescales the particle velocities of only the two atoms forming the bond from i v to ' i v ( 1, 2) i = where ). This new algorithm coupled with shorter time step ensured excellent thermostatting of the system for equilibrium runs without having to thermostat each layer (64 in all) but only the ends of the cell to ensure uniform temperature throughout the cell; there was no reason to use this algorithm in the previous study [8] because a low temperature decay of the molecules only was observed with no molecular formation. To verify Remark 2, it is sufficient to compare any property ( ) P P S at equilibrium (dependent only on variables Σ ) to that for a nonequilibrium simulation along a sequence of non-steady state paths, such as that which exists along the x direction of the MD cell (divided into 64 intervals here) for the same minimum set of numerical values 1 2 min { , ,.... } P S = Σ Σ Σ of the variables in Σ which determines a particular property at equilibrium; if there are differences in the values of a particular property P for the same set P S in the equilibrium and non-equilibrium runs, then the local equilibrium principle is contradicted, in accordance with Theorem 7. We illustrate this for the equilibrium concentration ratio (which reduces to the equilibrium constant at unit activity for A and A 2 ), the net reaction rate r σ , and the flux currents Figure 2 . Case 1 and 2 nonequilibrium runs compared with a strictly equilibrium run along X, the distance coordinate from the origin measured from one end of the cell. Two cases are presented here, Case 1 involves imposing a negative gradient from T=9 to 0.5 across the MD cell, where layers 1-4 ( 15 X < ) and 60-64 ( 55 X > )were thermostatted whereas Case 2 had a positive gradient from 0.5 to 9.0, and also had bonds formed at the hot end with rate 81.24 0.20 ± . For Case 1 the rate of heat supply at the hot and cold ends (no compensation of the centre-of mass velocity of the MD cell was carried out to prevent drift, which would certainly affect the heat transfer terms) were -2 -2 (4.12 .12)x10 and (4.83 .58)x10 ± ± respectively, which is equal within the uncertainties (1 standard deviation ). Case 1 was 12M (million) timesteps, 8M at Figure 3 . Presence of a bi-directional compensating flux observed at one edge of the cell. Fig. 3 shows fluxes (very faintly observed in Case 1, but the effect is less than the uncertainty of error, and although the result is not random and is also systematic, it will not be presented since it may still be an artifact of the errors due to simulation) that are bidirectional and compensating starting at approximately 30 X > , but which becomes acute near the molecular sources located at the high temperature reservoir ( 50 55 X < < ). Since dimers are formed (by a hypothetical catalyst) if they are within the range of molecular internuclear distances, there is a constant replenishment of the monomer, leading to a positive flux; the excess production leads to a [pp.36,194,218; 6 b] which states that "in (an isotropic system) there may not be coupling between scalar and vectorial quantities" leading to the setting to zero any cross-coupling coefficients between these terms [eq. 3.19,p.26;6 b] requires scrutiny.
Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) verification of theorems
(Needless to mention perhaps, it is hard to imagine an isotropic system with long-range non-zero vectorial quantities!). In some treatises [eq.47-48, p.21; 6 c] it is generally stated that "the coupling between any vectorial and scalar process vanishes" due to the principle, which is the basis in constructing equations that couple/decouple flow quantities for non-equilibrium systems, studies and simulations. In fact the methodology is detailed, refined, entertaining no exceptions [p.5 eqs.14-21,p.33-55; 6 a] when setting to zero these cross-coefficients between vectors and scalars.
In a recent mesoscopic rendering [7 b] , the ambiguous Gibbsian equations [1] was utilized to model "far from equilibrium" situations, thereby presuming the validity of PLE in these regimes, in contrast to Theorem 7 and the simulation results. This tendency is affirmed in a related work by the remark: "The surprising finding is that we shall need the assumption of local electrochemical equilibrium in the reaction coordinate space" [p.13471; 7 d] . Indeed, the application is "set up by non-equilibirium thermodynamics" [p.9170; 7 e] where "nonequilibrium thermodynamics" specifically refers there to the PLE adhering, linear theory described in [6 a].
Summary
The above theorems on Clausius inequality and principle of correlation corroborated by NEMD shows that ∆ variables must feature in any reasonable and logical far-from-equilibrium theory. The century of research which decoupled scalar fluxes and vectorial or tensorial forces due to the Curie principle must be revised for far-from-equilibrium theories where the PLE is no longer valid. A novel hysteresis-loop reaction model awaiting experimental verification was employed for the NEMD portion, which employed a new switching algorithm with energy-momentum conservation which can be used to model more conventional molecules.
